JJR led a student open house with Jon Hoffman, Neal Kessler and Tony Nastasi. A 200 scale base map was placed outside the second floor cafeteria. The design team asked students to express their most favorite and least favorite space or place on campus and why. Students placed Green (most favorite) & Red (least favorite) dots on the map to indicate those areas.

**Favorite - Green**
- Davies
- Putnam Rock/falls
- Campus mall & clock tower area
- Wooden staircase through Putnam Park
- Chippewa River
- Hibbard Hall
- Towers Hall
- Towers Hall open space
- Governor’s Hall
- Murray Hall (great location)
- Sutherland Hall
- Garfield hill
- Crest Wellness Center
- Footbridge (views)
- Chancellor’s Hall is a great option for upper classman
- Coffee shop on upper campus
- Hilltop Center views
- Residential/academic separation (upper/lower)
- Lower campus residential hall (ability to go back and forth between classes)
- Mall statues
- The trees are the best part of campus
- Haas Fine Arts building

**Least Favorite - Red**
- Hotels (too far from campus)
- Footbridge (Pedestrian/vehicular conflicts) (cold and windy)
- Human Sciences and Services (too far from upper campus)
- Garfield hill (dangerous, especially in winter)
- Heating Plant
- Towers Hall
- Hilltop Center
- Brewers Hall
- Need bus connection to the shopping mall and Target
- Lighting on Garfield hill in inadequate
- Phillips Hall
- Bollinger parking lot
- Haas Fine Arts building
Additional comments beyond the student's favorite and least favorite spaces and places:
In place of Putnam, build a tall building that connects to the Hilltop Center.

Attachments:
- Scan of Campus Base Maps

Our summarization of this meeting is transcribed as above. Please notify the preparer within five (5) business days of this transmission of any disagreement as the foregoing becomes part of the project record and is the basis upon which we will proceed.